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Editor: Caryl Simpson 
caryl@simtronics.co.nz  

Website: 
www.zl2ks.org.nz 

General Meeting; ........ Sept 10, 1930hrs - EOC  
Social Group; ............. Sept 17 1200hrs - The Vines 
Committee Meeting; .. Sept 24, 1930hrs - EOC 

1. Constructors Award ................................. 10 Sept 

2. John Errington on playing with MCU’s ..... 8 Oct 

3. Marlb. Lines Control Room Visit (no GM).12 Nov 

4. Ham Cram rescheduled ........................... 1~2 May ‘21 
VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 

144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Rob Carter, ZL2IW 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 

September Level 2 2020 

 

I hope a lot of you have something ready to enter on the night! 

CONSTRUCTORS AWARD plus SINGLE DEVICE CHALLENGE 
 

10 September meeting 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
13 August 2020 at 19:40 Hours 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ian Conway, Don Jamieson, Paul Rennie, Grant Simpson, 
Gerard Van Antwerpen, Ron Harris, Helen Harris, Graeme McKay, Ken Menzies, Antony Winter 
 

Apologies: Gavin Piercy, Stuart Watchman, Neville Marr, John Errington, Ken Hynds 
 

Correspondence: 
 

Inward - Cuddon – Invoice Outward - ELG follow up re Weld Cone 
 

Finance: No Treasurer report Cuddon Invoice payment 
 

REPORTS: 
Repeater: 
 Ward - Marlborough Lines advise that plan to start work 14 October. 

Standard steel pole has been ordered from Marlborough Lines. 
Paul R presented on white board detailed costings indicating significant savings cooperating with 
Marlborough Lines PR 

 Brayshaw - Tower refurbishment completed 22/07/20 and now fully operational 
Cuddons completed minor modifications on 4/8/20 DL/GS 

 

SAR / AREC PR 
 Call out 1/8/20 for Lake Chalice area but stood down 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS: 
 Ham Cram – Proposed for second weekend of 2021 Easter school holidays but that coincides with ANZAC 

day. Changed to third weekend, 01 & 02 May 2021 
 Branch Records –Secretary brought records for member perusal.  DL 

Couldn’t find original briefcase but advised in truck shed.  
To check after meeting. (post-meeting note – briefcase uplifted to be checked).  
Bill C advised that he has copies of all minutes from when he was secretary. 

 

Future Events 
 22~23 August 2020 Lighthouse weekend. Depart Blenheim 08:00am to try and activate earlier 
 10 September 2020. Constructors Night.  

Also to include single active device receiver or transmitter challenge. 
 12 November 2020 Visit to Marlborough Lines Control room (instead of routine General Meeting) 

 

Meeting closed 20:10 
 

Meeting Presentation: Gerard provided an interesting presentation on the formation of the ZL2KS website. 
Antony Winter supplemented this explaining the basic working of the internet system 
 

Next meeting – 10 September 2020, EOC 

 (DE)MOTIVATIONAL QUIPS  
 

SUCCESS: The secret to success is knowing who to blame for your failures.  

CHALLENGES: I expected times like this, but never thought they’d last so long.  

LEARNING: There are no stupid questions, but a lot of inquisitive idiots.  

HARMONY: Let’s agree to respect each other’s views, no matter how wrong yours may be.  

HONESTY: I want either less corruption or more opportunity to participate.  

LOVE: You were meant for me - perhaps as punishment.  

ADAPTATION: If you can’t learn to do something well, learn to enjoy doing it poorly.  

LOSING: If you don’t at first succeed, failure may be your style.  

LIFE: The trouble with life is, you’re halfway through before you realize it’s a “do it yourself” thing.  
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Grant, ZL2BK, is 70 this month - that makes him officially old 

 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
via Zoom 27

th
 August 2020 at 19:40 Hours 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Grant Simpson, Don Laing, John Errington, Ken Hynds, David Rothwell 
 

Apologies: Paul Rennie, Ken Menzies 
 

Correspondence: 
Inward:  NZART - Notification of new Ward repeater licence 
 NZART – NZART Constitution & ZL2KS@nzart.org.nz email address clarification 
 Insurance invoice -  K. Hynds confirming insurance invoice payment approved at AGM 
Outward: reply to N. Marr re expenditure 
 D. Laing re briefcase contents 
 B. Cousins registering for 2021 Lighthouse event 
 

Finance:  
Insurance invoice paid 
Cuddon’s Brayshaw Park tower modification invoice paid 
Repeater licence fee invoice expected soon. Licence fee for ZL6CC under R. Carter’s name clarified 
 

Business Arising: 
Weld Cone Repeater PR/BC 
ELG license for relocation received 
Marlborough Lines (ML) have scheduled for their work to start 14th October 2020 
Expecting ML invoice for steel pole but may be it will be total invoice after they have completed all their work. 
AREC have been advised some time ago that not suitable for DMR repeater as only solar powered and no 
internet connection. 
 

AREC - Nothing to report. PR 
 

GENERAL BUSINESS 
 HAM Cram – Scheduled for 1 ~ 2 May 2021 on third weekend of school 2021 Easter holidays as second 

weekend is ANZAC day. BC 
 EOC facilities not available however Vintage Farm Machinery or Vintage Car Club facilities at Brayshaw 

Park possible alternatives. To be checked for availability & suitability. 
 MARC email address DL 

Don L proposed that MARC official email address be marcbranch22@gmail.com and that the NZART 
reflector email address ZL2KS@nzart.org.nz be changed accordingly. (Presently kenhynds@gmail.com). 
This would consolidate with the already agreed “Drive” retention of MARC documentation and keep all 
MARC records together in one place for future retention and succession planning. It would remove the risk 
of them being held on members personal PC’s and the loosing of paper records that has been experienced 
as well as also ease handover upon change of club officers. Agreed by all present. 

 Backup of contents discussed. John E will forward link for evaluation of a system he subscribes to that 
backs up his Google account daily onto independent servers JE 

 6m Beacon - Still being worked on although Ward repeater taking priority. Basic device is OK but very low 
power output so another amplifier being investigated. GS 

 Jamies Knob - Still await to accompany Downer on site visit. Security access much stricter now and can 
not independently access as before. GS 

 Kaikoura - Subject to Weld Cone being operational during this October it should be possible to get 
Kaikoura repeater operational in November 2020. After this will be difficult due to Christmas and summer 
event club commitments. Presume that solar cell system is OK but batteries will probably need 
replacement. Due to small space some battery shuffling may be required. 

 Constructors Award - David R agreed to be a judge. Grant S or John E as available on the night. DR 
Don L will get the entry evaluation forms found in briefcase to someone beforehand. 

 Foss Leach Acknowledgement - In acknowledgement of Foss Leach’s generosity regarding the tower at 
Brayshaw Park it was proposed that a plaque be made and mounted at Brayshaw Park.  
Agreed by all present BC 

 Marlborough District Council (MDC) EMP documents - Don L advised that he had disposed of the 
original MDC issued volumes of the proposed EMP issued for submissions as they were all available on the 
MDC website. The MARC submission has been retained. 

 Don L advises that he has a bag of hand sanitizer solutions & wipes purchased at the initial Covid alerts.  
To bring to MARC gatherings for members use as desired. 

 

Future Events 
10/09/20 - General Meeting - Constructors Night 
08/10/20 - General Meeting – After Blinky what next ? John Errington on playing with MCU’s 
12/11/20 - Marlborough Lines control room visit (Instead of General Meeting) 
1~2/5/21 - Easter - Ham Cram 
 

Meeting Closed: 20:40 
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SSB PROJECT UPDATE (by Neville, ZL2BNE) 
 

Things are moving along with my SSB project. The circuitry and 
software for the VFO, BFO and Touch Screen has come along 
quite nicely. 
As you can see from the photo it’s still on a breadboard which will 
allow me to make changes if need dictates further into the project. 
At this stage there are three things on the breadboard. A STM32 
microprocessor (nicknamed the “blue pill”, but let’s not go there), 
a SI5351, and a TFT touch screen. The STM32 controls 
everything. It’s configured so it can be programmed via the 
Arduino IDE. 
The SI5351 generates the VFO & BFO on two of its three 
independent outputs. The SI5351 board cost something like $5. 
It’s easily programmed to generate the desired frequencies via the Arduino IDE. 
The TFT screen was a right pain to get working and I’m totally indebted to Mark G0MGX who got me over my 
roadblocks. The Touch functions were even harder to get working, but I got there in the end. 

Per the picture, what you see is what you get. All the 
buttons are touch and are used to select bands, 
mode, RIT, and no doubt other functions in time. The 
S-Meter, volts, amps and date/time are displaying 
placeholders at the moment but will display real time 
info in due course. Everything you see has been 
coded from scratch – a big but satisfying job. 
The VFO tuning is via an optical rotary encoder. It’s 
really nice to use. 
The other part of the project that’s been signed off is 
the receiver front end. Looking at the photo, left to 

right is a SBL-1 mixer, diplexer, and (class AB) amplifier. 
The diplexer is a story in itself and I encourage you to watch Mark’s video, which I refer to later on. The diplexer 
was a bit fiddly to set up. Most people use a spectrum analyser … I used my ever faithful NanoVNA. Have I ever 
mentioned I love my NanoVNA? 
The amplifier generates 10dB and more than recovers the 7dB “lost” in the passive mixer and diplexer. It’s all 
looking good and ready to receive my next instalment … an IF strip and product detector. 
 

 
 

TOP BLOKES (by Neville, ZL2BNE) 
 
A wonderful human trait is the willingness of talented people to share their knowledge with 
others. My dear friend Robin ZL2BGD was one of those people. Another is Mark G0MGX. 
I “met” Mark when I viewed one of his YouTube posts. He was using an STM32 and TFT in 
the same configuration as me. At this stage I could not get my STM32 to talk to my TFT so I 
thought I’d use his working code as a starting point to figure what I was doing wrong in my 
code. Long story short, his code wouldn’t compile for me. When I messaged him about it and 
explained my setup he reproduced the errors I was getting on his system. The “problem” wasn’t me or the code, it 
was environment variables. Mark being one of those really helpful people, who clearly despises being “beaten” by 
a computer, figured a solution and got me going. I’ll always be grateful for his help – most people would have said 
not their problem and walked away. Cheers Mark. 
Some time later I was struggling with a simple circuit described as a diplexer. I deferred to Grant (our resident 
guru). Grant put me on the right track. However, while understanding the general principles of the diplexer there 
were two pesky resisters that I didn’t understand. So I emailed Mark. 

What I thought was a simple question turns out to be … not so simple. This 
resistor conundrum annoyed Mark so he contacted his mates and a lot of head 
scratching commenced (I know because he copied me in to all the emails). One 
of the best contributors was a university professor in Norway who thought it was 
a great topic to incorporate in to one of his lectures! Prof also provided the 
“answer”. 
Which takes me back to the beginning … talented people sharing their 
knowledge … it’s a wonderful thing. 
Mark has posted a YouTube on the topic… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y2tzjztzgA  
And while you are there, “subscribe” to his channel! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9y2tzjztzgA


 

BRAYSHAW TOWER & HFTA 
 

Some years ago, ARRL included in their Antenna Handbook a program for analysing the effect of terrain on 
antenna performance called HFTA (High Frequency Terrain Analysis). 
 

There have been numerous programs published providing radiation plots for various antennas (e.g. MMANA-GAL 
and EZNEC) but not many allowed for the effect of surrounding terrain and hence ground reflections at specific 
locations. K6TU, with his excellent propagation prediction program, simplified the HFTA program, making it much 
more user-friendly. 
 

I used this to analyse the performance of the Brayshaw Park Optibeam at 15m over average ground compared to 
a fictional horizontal dipole at the same height assuming flat ground (no substantial obstacles). 
 

As an example, here are some results for the short path (55 degrees) to the US on 20m. Takeoff angles required 
for minimal hops to the US:  1 – 17 degrees, with 1 – 10 degrees being statistically the most effective. Relative 
gains at various takeoff angles were: 
 
At 1 degree:  Optibeam 5 dBi Dipole: <<-8 dBi 

At 3 degrees: Optibeam 3 dBi  Dipole: -5 dBi 

At 5 degees: Optibeam 1 dBi Dipole: 0 dBi 

At 8 degrees:  Optibeam  6 dBi Dipole: 3 dBi 

At 10 degrees: Optibeam 7 dBi  Dipole: 5 dBi 

At 20 degrees:  Optibeam 11 dBi Dipole: 8 dBi  This is the maximum gain for both antennas but is much less 
effective for propagation to the US as the takeoff angle is too high. 
 
The long path (235 degrees) Optibeam figures offer a 2 -3 dBi advantage over the above short path performance 
at takeoff angles between 5 and 12 degrees but is worse (due to the Wither Hills) at 
 

1 - 3 deg. Gain is similar above 12 degrees. This gives some idea of the effect of the different terrain in the two 
directions. 
 

The figures also indicate the advantage offered by the Optibeam over a simple dipole, especially if it was an 
inverted-V. 
 

Perhaps the best use of the program is in determining the best location (if you have a choice) and height of an 
antenna. In this respect, comparing the performance of the Optibeam at various heights largely confirmed the 
previously mentioned Break-In article. Heights of 20m and 25m were compared with 15m. The most significant 
change was that peak performance (11 dBi for the Optibeam) was brought down to within the limits of the 
effective takeoff angles, but gained less than an S-point by doing so. There was also some improvement in 
radiation at lower angles (4 – 8 degrees) but only about 2 - 3 dB. 
 

If you are still interested, you might like to read the more recent Break-In article by Holger Hannemann (ZL3IO)  in 

which he describes the HFTA program and his experience at his very successful elevated Hawkes Bay DX/

Contest site (ZM4T). You will find it in the May/June & July/August 2019 Break-Ins. I have also found the program 

very useful for modelling the Seddon site which is also on the side of a cliff.  

- Bill Cousins, ZL2AYZ 

Someone asked Bill if he knew when 
cycle 24 would end & he found this… 
 
W3LPL, Frank Donovan, tells us 
Sunspot Index and Long Term Solar 
Observations (SILSO) is saying “in 
January 2020, the 13 month smoothed 
sunspot number rose for the first time 
since the maximum cycle 24 (April 
2014). According to SILSO - the World 
Data Centre for the production, 
preservation and dissemination of the 
international sunspot number - “most 
probably, this indicates that the 
minimum between cycles 24 & 25 was 
passed in December 2019.” 
 
http://www.sidc.be/silso/node/166 
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CAPE CAMPBELL   -   ZL6CC   -   2020 
 

After suffering atrocious weather in 2019 for setup, 
the situation this year was the complete opposite! 
The weather on Saturday was idyllic and in fact, 
over the whole of the weekend we  experienced no 
wind at all. So the “vertical” antennas really were 
vertical! The good weather also encouraged 
enjoyable walks and Stuart and Jodie even 
engaged in a precarious cycle ride along the ridge.  
Timing was excellent with the team leaving town a 
couple of minutes after 0800 and operational at the 
Cape just after midday, the official start time for the 
international lighthouse weekend. The team 
consisted of Stuart Watchman (and Jodie), Ian 
Conway, Graeme McKay, Bill Cousins with the 
grateful assistance of Don Laing (and Linda) on 
Saturday in setting up the antennas and gear. 

54 stations were worked over the weekend, 22 on the National System and VHF, while 32 were worked on HF, 
mainly 40m and 20m. Most of the HF contacts were with VK’s and ZL’s. Not all were lighthouse activities but 
some were engaged in SOTA on Banks Peninsula. We also called in to the Branch 22 net on 80m on Saturday 
evening. Conditions seemed to be quite good although we did experience some noise on the HF bands. 

The antennas used were a multiband Windom (courtesy Rob 
Carter ZL2IW), raised to about 15m with Ian’s irrigation pipes, and 
a 20m vertical installed next to the water’s edge. A 2-element 
vertical on 40m, also next to the water’s edge, was also utilized. 
This antenna was erected with orientation favouring the short path 
to the USA but, (possibly due to COVID-19) no US stations were 
heard this year. Once again, the use of antennas close to a large 
body of water proved their worth - on Sunday morning an 
excellent QSO was had with Luigi ON8ZA near Brussels in 
Belgium with armchair copy both ways, and Saki JR7TKG who 
said he usually struggled to work ZL but had no trouble with us. 
Not bad for a ground-based quarterwave vertical & two (raised) 
radials! Admittedly, we were aided by the use of a linear amplifier 

(courtesy David ZL2WDR) allowing 400 – 500W to be radiated, but this at least ensured that most of our calls 
were answered. 
Graeme also snared VK6CLL on Saturday afternoon (with 
100W) who was a lighthouse station located at the furthest 
south-western point in Australia. Another interesting station 
was VK4VN operating from a museum in Brisbane using 
Collins gear from the 1950’s. It weighed 200kg all up and was 
said to be the first SSB gear available to hams, later adopted 
by the US Navy. Output power was about 400W. 
We appeared to be the only New Zealand lighthouse station 
active, which was unusual. But as David, ZL1DK observed, a 
number of otherwise intended operations were stymied by 
lockdowns. David was active from Cape Palliser last year and 
hopes to activate Farewell Spit next year with John, ZL1BYZ. 
It was interesting, too, to contact ZL4VM/p near Middlemarch 
who was officiating in a car rally event down that way - shades of Silver Fern! 
QSO’s on the National System were from widely different locations and included Rob, ZL2IW, who was in 
Christchurch. It was obviously worthwhile setting this facility up 
to supplement the HF activity. Suitable gear was supplied by 
Stuart.   
Many thanks to all concerned for an enjoyable weekend 
activity in good company and facilities, including Rob and 
Grant for assistance supplying gear. 
 

- Bill Cousins, ZL2AYZ 
Photos on this page thanks to Linda Laing 
Photos on next page thanks to Graeme McKay 
 

I hope you saw the article and photo about this in the 
Marlborough Weekly, Tues 1st September. That photo wasn’t 
sent to me so couldn’t be included in this newsletter. 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Is it that time of year again? Didn’t I just pay these?  

Well yes it is almost that time and, if you paid late last time you may have just paid them, but they are due again. 
They come around as often as birthdays and are due by the end of the year. 

DUE 31.12.2020 for the 2021 year 

Pay now while you still have spare cash before Christmas shopping  
OR  

suggest it as the perfect (cheap!) Christmas gift for the family Ham(s)! 
 

$20.00 individual membership or $25.00 for a Family 

kiwi bank 38 9002 0114897 00 

Marlborough Amateur Radio Club Inc. 
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